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Abstract
A structural transformation from the zircon-type structure to an amorphous phase has been
found in YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at high pressures above 12.7 GPa by means of X-ray diffraction
measurements. However, the pair distribution function (PDF) of the high pressure phase shows
that the local structure of the amorphous phase is similar to the scheelite-type YVO4. These results
are confirmed both by Raman spectroscopy and Eu3+ photoluminescence which detect the phase
transition to a scheelite-type structure at 10.1 and 9.1 GPa, respectively . The irreversibility of the
phase transition is observed with the three techniques after a maximum pressure in the upstroke of
around 20 GPa. The existence of two 5D0 → 7F0 photoluminescence peaks confirms the existence
of two local environments for Eu3+, at least for the low-pressure phase. One environment is the
expected for substituting Y3+ and the other is likely a disordered environment possibly found at





The structural behavior of nanomaterials under compression usually varies from the bulk
due to the important role of the surface in the structure stabilization [1]. In fact, sev-
eral works performed on zircon-type (space group I41/amd) compounds have shown that,
in general, the high-pressure behavior of the nanomaterial cannot be extrapolated from
the behavior of the bulk. For instance, bulk zircon-type YPO4 transforms to a scheelite-
type structure (space group I41/a) passing through a monazite-type structure (space group
P21/n) while nanocrystals of this compound directly transforms from zircon to scheelite [2–
4], in YCrO4 the opposite occurs [5]. In addition, an interesting effect can be found in the
propensity of nanomaterials to undergo the so called pressure-induced amorphization (PIA)
[4, 6]. The density of surface defects can increase abruptly in the surrounding of a phase
transition eventually giving rise to its frustration [1]. Far from being a problem, interesting
physical properties can arise upon amorphization [7, 8], especially if the amorphization is
irreversible.
YVO4 crystallizes in a zircon-type structure where the V and Y cations are 4-fold and
8-fold coordinated, respectively. YVO4, doped with Eu
3+ or other rare earth ions has been
extensively studied for more than three decades and it is currently employed as a bright
red-emitting phosphor in optical devices as cathode ray tubes and fluorescent lamps [9, 10].
It has been proposed as a refractive index sensor [11], and also as a red nanophosphor
in nanosize probes for drug delivery systems [4, 12, 13]. Under high pressure bulk YVO4
undergoes a structural phase transition to a scheelite-type structure at 7.5 GPa [14–16] as
most zircon compounds. However, what happens to their nanocrystals is still unknown.
In this work, we report on the irreversible phase-induced amorphization above 12.7 GPa
in the technologically important europium-doped yttrium vanadate (YVO4:Eu
3+) nanoboxes
with lateral size of 20 nm. We have studied the high-pressure structural phase transition
of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes from both long-range and local approaches by means of X-ray





3+ nanoboxes with 20 nm lateral size were synthesized using a surfactant-
assisted route with an annealing temperature of 800 ◦C [17]. In the YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes
the concentration of Eu3+ was 4 at.wt% with respect to Y3+. Ambient pressure character-
ization of the samples was performed by a Kα1:Kα2 Cu radiation in a conventional Rigaku
Ultima IV diffractometer and by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples for TEM
were deposited onto 300 mesh copper TEM grids coated with 50 nm carbon films. Nanocrys-
tals dispersed in acetone were placed on the grid dropwise. The excess liquid was allowed
to evaporate in air. A Tecnai G2 F20 field emission gun under an acceleration voltage of
200 kV was used for TEM measurements. High-pressure experiments were performed using
either a membrane-type diamond anvil cell (DAC) with 500-µm culets and a 45 µm stainless
steel gasket with a 250-µm hole or a large-opening Boehler-Almax DAC [18] with 350-µm
culets and a 40 µm tungsten gasket with a 150-µm hole. In all experiments we loaded
in the DAC powder pellets together with some ruby chips as pressure markers [19] and a
mixture of methanol-ethanol-water (16:3:1) was employed as pressure transmitting medium.
We performed three high-pressure powder XRD experiments. Two of them were carried out
using the membrane-type DAC at I15 beamline in Diamond Light Source (run1 and run2)
and a third one was carried out at the EC beamline P2.02 at PETRA III (run3) with a
Boehler-Almax DAC. In the experiments performed at Diamond we reached a maximum
pressure of 17.2 GPa with λ = 0.4132 Å (run1) and 21.5 GPa with λ = 0.4246 Å (run2). In
both experiments the X-ray beam was focused down to 40×40 µm2 using Kirkpatrick-Baez
(KB) mirrors. The images were collected using a MAR345 image plate located at 425 and
350 mm from the sample for run1 and run2, respectively. The objective of the experiment
performed at PETRA III (run3) was to obtain a high Q-range diffractogram of the amor-
phous phase of the YVO4 nanoboxes at 21 GPa to determine the PDF. For this purpose,
we used an X-ray wavelength of λ = 0.29067 Å and a beam focused down to 2.1×2.4 µm2
to measure independently the scattering of the sample and the background for an accurate
background correction. A Perkin Elmer detector was used and placed at 320 mm from the
sample. The diffraction patterns were integrated as a function of 2θ using FIT2D in order
to give conventional, one-dimensional diffraction profiles [20]. The indexing and refinement
of the powder diffraction patterns was performed using the Unitcell [21], POWDERCELL
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FIG. 1: X-ray diffraction pattern of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at ambient conditions with the Rietveld
refinement. Experimental data are plotted as empty circles and the calculated difractogram and
the residual as solid lines. The numerical values for the residuals are Rp = 2.4% and Rwp = 3.2%.
Bragg reflections are indicated with vertical ticks.
[22], and GSAS [23, 24] program packages. The PDF was obtained by a Fourier transform
of the corrected and normalized diffraction pattern using standard procedures and those
unique to area detectors implemented in the program PDFgetX [25] which are described in
Chupas et al. [26]. The diffractogram was terminated at a Qmax of 9 Å
−1. PDF simulations
were perfomed with the program PDFgui [27]. The Raman spectroscopy and photolumi-
nescence experiments were carried out using the membrane-type DAC in backscattering
geometry with the λ = 532 nm line of a Nd:YAG laser employing a confocal LabRam HR
UV microRaman single spectrometer with resolution better than 2 cm−1 (0.04 nm).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Sample Characterization
The Rietveld refinement of the XRD pattern of nanoboxes of YVO4:Eu
3+ taken at ambient
conditions is shown in Fig. 1. All reflections can be indexed to the zircon-type structure of
YVO4 with lattice parameters and unit-cell volume of a = 7.125(1) Å, c = 6.296(1) Å, and V0
= 319.6(1) Å3. Nanoboxes exhibit a V0 around 0.14 % larger than that previously reported
for the bulk [15] (V0 = 319.15(1) Å
3). Similar results have been observed in nanoparticles
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FIG. 2: (a) TEM micrograph of a group of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes and (b) HRTEM micrograph a
single nanoparticle.
of other compounds [28].
In order to determine the size of the YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes, we have used the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the (200) Bragg reflection (Fig. 1) and the Scherrer formula
with a Scherrer constant of 0.89 for the case of cubic crystallites [29]. Our estimation has
taken into account the correction for the X-ray instrumental broadening. The result gives
a mean size value for the nanoboxes of 18(2) nm. In Fig. 2 we show a TEM micrograph
and a HRTEM micrograph focused on a group of nanoparticles of YVO4:Eu
3+ and on a
single particle, respectively. It can be seen that the size observed for a single nanoparticle
is around 20 nm supporting the estimation made by XRD. In addition, the HRTEM image
of the single nanobox shows the perfect alignment of the crystallographic planes of the top
surface of the nanoparticle, thus indicating that the nanoboxes are single crystals.
B. X-ray Diffraction
A selection of XRD patterns at different pressures and three shots of the image-plate from
run2 are shown in Fig. 3. Along the experiment the integration time was kept constant,
what let us compare the background changes as pressure is increased. As observed from the
three image plate photographs, the rings from the low-pressure phase of YVO4 are sharp at
0.6 GPa, very broad at 12.7 GPa, and only two halos are observed at 21.5 GPa. Up to 12.7
GPa, reflections shift to higher 2θ angles as a result of the lattice compression. Around 12.7
GPa, the background increases, probably due to the solidification of the presure transmiting
medium leading to the loss of hydrostatic conditions [30] (∼ 10 GPa). At higher pressures,
the intensity of the reflections decreases and a distribution of broad features emerged pointing
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FIG. 3: (a) Selection of X-ray diffractograms of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at different pressures from
run2. Vertical ticks at 0.6 GPa indicate the Bragg reflections. (b) Image plate shots at three
different pressures showing the evolution of the X-ray diffraction rings along the amorphization of
YVO4:Eu
3+.
out the amorphization of our sample. At 18.8 GPa, the absence of reflections from the
low-pressure phase indicates that the amorphization of our sample has concluded. The
diffractogram obtained after releasing pressure included at the top of Fig. 3 shows that the
amophization process is irreversible. The amorphous features appear slightly sharper as a
consequence of the released stress.
The observed amorphization of the YVO4 nanoboxes above 12.7 GPa contrasts with
the structural phase transition observed in the bulk from the zircon to the scheelite-type
structure at 7.5 GPa [15, 16]. However, as we have shown in Fig. 3, the amorphous phase of
nano YVO4 shows a distinctive bump located at 8.5
◦ at 18.8 GPa, where no reflections from
the low-pressure zircon phase of YVO4 are expected. The presence of bumps in the X-ray
diffractograms is usually indicative of short-range order in the amorphous, which in the case
of nano YVO4 must be different from the low-pressure phase. Unfortunately, no structural
determination can be done from the diffractograms measured above 16 GPa since there is
7
FIG. 4: (a) Diffractograms of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes (black solid line) and the background (red
dashed line) measured at 21 GPa. The W marks the position of a reflection from the tungsten
gasket (LO REESCRIBO MAS CORTO) that was unavoidable due to the divergence of the beam.
(b) Calculated PDF for the scheelite-type structure of bulk YVO4 at 16.4 GPa [15] (solid blue line)
and experimental PDF for the amorphous phase of the YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at 21 GPa after the
background correction (black dotted line).
no long-range order. In order to investigate the short-range order of the amorphous phase
of the YVO4 nanoboxes we performed an experiment (run3) to determine the PDF of the
amorphous phase at 21 GPa. The resolution of the PDF is related to the Q-range measured.
For this reason, we employed a short wavelength (λ = 0.29067 Å) monochromatic X-ray
beam and a large opening (4θ ∼ 90◦) DAC as previously commented. The diffractogram of
the sample at 21 GPa as well as the background at the same conditions are shown in Fig. 4
(a).
An important step in the determination of the PDF of an amorphous phase is the correct
removal of the background. For this reason, we measured at the same pressure both the
diffractogram of the sample and the background. Once the background is removed, the
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final diffractogram is Fourier transformed to real space obtaining the distribution of the
interatomic distances plotted in Fig. 4 (b) where the generated PDF is compared with the
calculated one from the scheelite structure of bulk YVO4 obtained at 16.4 GPa by Wang
et al. [15]. As can be seen in Fig. 4 (a), the diffractogram contained reflections from the
tungsten gasket which caused a slight inaccuracy in the background determination and the
resulting PDF. The apparent difference in the PDFs at around 2 Å can be explained by
correlated atomic motion. It is well known that experimental PDFs have sharper peaks
at low r values than the corresponding simulated PDFs because of correlated motion of
neighboring atoms [31]. The positions of the peaks in the experimental PDF are shifted to
smaller r values up to a distance of around 5 Å and to larger r values at r > 5 Å. The shift
to smaller r values can be explained by the larger pressure of 21 GPa compared to 16.4 GPa.
The shift to larger r values shows that the amorphous phase is not as ordered as the crystal
would be. However, the overall shape of the PDF curves is very similar indicating that the
local structure of the YVO4:Eu3+ nanoboxes is of scheelite-type.
In Fig. 5 we show the pressure dependence of the lattice parameters and the unit-
cell volume V for zircon-type nano YVO4 from our XRD experiments and for bulk YVO4
taken from the literature [15]. The experimental axial compressibilities for a and c axes
at ambient pressure, defined as κx = −(1/x)(∂x/∂P ) and obtained by the fitting of a
Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) [32], are κa = 3.9(2)×10−3 GPa−1 and κc = 3.1(2)×10−3
GPa−1. Our experiments show an anisotropy in the axial compression being the a-axis more
compressible than the c-axis. We have also estimated the axial compressibilities for the
case of bulk YVO4 from Wang et al. [15] data, measured with N2 as pressure transmitting
medium, obtaining values of κa = 2.5(2)×10−3 GPa−1 and κc = 1.7(2)×10−3 GPa−1 which
also shows the anisotropy in the axial compression for the bulk case. In order to compare the
compressibility of the bulk and the nanocompound we fitted both bulk [15] and nano data to
a second-order Birch-Murnaghan [33] equation of state. We obtained for nano YVO4 a bulk
modulus B0 = 111(2) GPa, which is approximately 23 % smaller than that obtained for bulk
YVO4 (B0 = 136(2) GPa). This indicates that nano YVO4 is more compressible than bulk
YVO4. In our case the decrease of particle size produces an increase in compressibility in
contrast with results reported in other compounds, suggesting an inverse Hall-Petch behavior
in nanocrystalline YVO4 as observed recently in nanocrystalline-TiO2 [34].
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FIG. 5: (a) Pressure dependence of the lattice parameters a and c and (b) unit-cell volume V of
YVO4. Filled circles and squares correspond to data of nano YVO4:Eu
3+ obtained in run1 and
run2, respectively. Empty circles correspond to data for bulk YVO4 reported by Wang et al. [15].
Continuous lines are the Murnaghan and second-order Birch-Murnaghan equations of state fits to
the lattice parameters and volume, respectively.
C. Raman Spectroscopy
In order to support the evidence found with XRD of a pressure-induced amorphization
with a short-range scheelite-type order we have employed Raman spectroscopy, which is
known to be a much more local technique, sensitive to investigate materials with only short-
range order.
In Fig. 6 we show a selection of Raman spectra of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at different
pressures up to 19.8 GPa. At low pressure, we can see 9 out of 12 first-order Raman active
modes of zircon-type YVO4 in good agreement with previous Raman spectroscopy measure-
ments on the bulk [14, 16]. Additionally, we also see two extra broad bands highlighted by
asterisks which shift fast with pressure and whose origin is tentatively assigned to second-
order Raman modes. The Raman spectra up to 9.1 GPa can be attributed to the zircon
phase. At 10.1 GPa, the intensity drops down and an extra band at around 866.2 cm−1
emerges (Fig. 6) indicating the onset of the phase transition in good agreement with XRD.
At higher pressures, the intensity of the modes corresponding to the low-pressure phase
keeps decreasing while extra bands corresponding to the high-pressure phase emerge. Above
15.4 GPa, the phase transition is complete with the Raman spectrum resembling that of
the scheelite phase of bulk YVO4 [16]. As pressure is increased to 19.8 GPa, 10 first-order
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FIG. 6: Raman spectra of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes at different pressures. The vertical ticks show
the experimental frequencies of the observed first-order Raman modes for the zircon and scheelite
phases. The asterisks mark the tentatively assigned second-order modes. The vertical arrow at
10.1 GPa indicates the appearance of a Raman band attributed to the high-pressure phase. The
zoom applied in each spectrum is shown.
Raman active modes of the scheelite phase are observed to shift with pressure. Finally, the
irreversibility of the phase transition is also observed by Raman spectroscopy as shown by
the Raman spectrum of the recovered sample shown at the top of Fig. 6 when compared to
the Raman spectrum of recovered samples from 33 GPa in bulk YVO4 [16].
In correlation with the XRD results presented before (Sec. III B), the observed inten-
sity decrease of the Raman spectra and the progressive band broadening above 10.9 GPa
correlates well with the amorphization observed by XRD above 12.7 GPa. On the other
hand, the emergence of an additional band at 10.1 GPa correlates well with the onset of
the phase transition to a scheelite-type structure in the short-range order. This evidence is
supported by the comparison of the pressure dependence of the Raman mode frequencies of
11
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FIG. 7: Pressure dependence of the experimentally observed first-order (solid circles) and second
order (empty circles) Raman active modes of the low-pressure and high-pressure (empty squares)
phases of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes. For comparison, the fits for bulk YVO4 (solid and dashed blue
lines) are also given [16]. The red dashed line shows the ν4(Eg) mode not detected in our experiment
with YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes, but present in the bulk. The vertical black dashed lines represent
the onset and end of the phase transition. νi stands for the internal modes of the VO4 molecule
and R and T represent the pure rotation and translation of the VO4 molecule [16].
YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes and bulk YVO4 shown in Fig. 7.
For the low-pressure zircon phase the agreement up to 7.5 GPa (when the bulk under-
goes a phase transition) is excellent. The main difference between bulk and nano YVO4
is observed in the behavior change of the highest frequency ν1(Ag) mode. In nanoboxes,
this mode decreases its pressure coefficient during the coexistence range from 10.1 to 15.4
GPa, probably as an effect of the surrounding coexisting scheelite phase. Regarding the
high-pressure scheelite phase the agreement is also good although the frequencies of the
nano YVO4 are shifted to lower values with respect to the bulk and the weak ν4(Eg) mode
is not detected in the nanoboxes.
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FIG. 8: Eu3+ photoluminescence spectra at different pressures up to 20.4 GPa showing the (a)
5D0 → 7F0, (b) 5D1 → 7F3 and 5D0 → 7F1, and (c) 5D0 → 7F2 normalized emission bands with
respect to the most intense peak of the range.
D. Photoluminescence
An interesting question still to solve is the effect of the pressure-induced amorphization
and short range phase transition to a scheelite-type structure on the local structure of Eu3+
ions. For this reason we have studied the photoluminescence of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes
under pressure. Eu3+ ion is ideal not only to confer photoluminescence to the nano YVO4
for technological applications [4, 9, 10, 12, 13], but also to obtain local information of changes
of the local crystalline structure by the analysis of its emission spectrum [35, 36]. This is
due to its electronic energy levels scheme which consists of seven 7FJ (J = 0-6) multiplets
spaced almost uniformly and five 5DJ (J = 0-4) multiplets well separated in energy [37]. In
this energy structure, the levels with the lowest energies, 7F0 and
5D0, are non-degenerated.
This implies that the crystal field interaction between the electrons of the oxygen ligands
and the 4f electrons of the Eu3+ ions, responsible of its optical properties, cannot split these
levels and, hence, the 5D0 → 7F0 transition gives rise to a single peak [38]. Therefore, any
additional peak observed and associated with this transition in the Eu3+ emission spectra
would be directly related with the presence of more than one available site for Eu3+.
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A selection of photoluminescence spectra of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes are shown in Fig. 8
where the spectra have been split in three graphs and normalized in different relative scales
to facilitate comparison of photoluminescence spectra at different pressures. The 5D0 → 7F1
transition from 593 to 598 nm [Fig. 8 (b)] is magnetic dipole in nature and therefore, the
existence of three overlapped peaks for this transition is the first indication that the Eu3+
ions occupy a low-symmetry environment even at low pressure. In contrast, the 5D0 → 7F0
transition from 576 to 579 nm [Fig 8 (a)] and the 5D0 → 7F2 transition from 610 to 623 nm
[Fig. 8 (c)] are electric dipole in nature and are forced by the odd crystal-field Hamiltonian
[39, 40]. In addition, and despite the high multiphonon relaxation probability between the
5DJ (J = 0,1) levels in the emission spectra, one can clearly see in Fig. 8 (b) two peaks
from 585 to 589 nm which are associated with the 5D1 → 7F3 electric-dipole transition.
The first result that can be extracted from the Eu3+ emission spectrum measured at low
pressure is the presence of two broad peaks associated with the 5D0 → 7F0 transition. This
suggests that the Eu3+ ion occupies two different local distributions of environments, also
supported by the inhomogeneous broadening observed in all the emission bands, especially
for the 5D0 → 7F2 transition. In the zircon-type structure Y3+ only occupies one crystallo-
graphic site and Eu3+ is expected to replace Y3+ ions. However, it has been suggested that
in nanoparticles a residual part of Eu3+ ions can be located at the surface of the nanoparti-
cle where the number of defects in the crystalline structure can be high. Such environment
would give rise to a less intense and broader 5D0 → 7F0 peak than in a crystalline envi-
ronment. This is what we observe in the case of YVO4:Eu
3+, where a comparison between
both 5D0 → 7F0 peaks suggests that the less intense peak might be due to the residual part
of Eu3+ ions located near the surface of the nanobox as would be expected by the presence
of defects in the YVO4 nanoparticle [41] and already observed in Y2O3:Eu
3+ nanoparticles
[42].
As pressure increases, the photoluminescence spectrum is not largely affected up to 9.1
GPa with the peaks broadening and shifting with pressure (Fig. 9). Above 9.1 GPa the
photoluminescence intensity drops and additional peaks emerge as the consequence of the
onset of the phase transition that ends at 15 GPa. As an effect of the amorphization,
photoluminescence intensity decreases progressively above 9.1 GPa up to 20.4 GPa when
only the three 5D0 → 7F2 peaks typical from the scheelite phase can be unequivocally
observed [35]. If we concentrate on the analysis of the 5D0 → 7F0 peaks [Fig. 8 (a)], which
14
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FIG. 9: Pressure dependence of the photoluminescence peak positions of YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes.
The vertical dashed lines show the onset and end of the phase transition. Solid circles and empty
squares represent the electronic transitions of the low- and high-pressure phase, respectively. The
solid lines are guides for the eye.
is the most sensitive electronic transition to local environment changes of Eu3+, we can see
that the initial gap between the emission peaks of this transition opens slightly with pressure
up to 9.1 GPa. In particular, the peak at lower wavelength is pressure independent within
our resolution indicating that the defect site is not affected by pressure. When the phase
transition has finished (15 GPa) the intensity of both 5D0 → 7F0 peaks drops preventing
their observation [Fig. 8 (a)].
Regarding the emission spectra of the 5D0 → 7F1 and 5D1 → 7F3 Stark peaks [Fig. 8 (b)],
from ambient pressure up to 9.1 GPa, the barycenter of the 5D0 → 7F1 transition presents
a redshift. In contrast, the barycenter of the 5D1 → 7F3 transition experiences a blueshift.
For the Stark peaks of the 5D0 → 7F2 transition, the observation of the phase transition is
evident at 12.8 GPa, when three extra peaks at shorter wavelengths (higher energy) emerge.
This is the result of a decrease of the effective charge on oxygen atoms in the scheelite phase
with respect to the zircon phase, and causes an energy increase of the 5D0 level. Finally,
the irreversibility of the phase transition is proven by the spectrum measured at ambient
15
conditions after pressure release, shown at the top of Fig. 8, in good agreement with XRD
and Raman spectroscopy measurements.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown with a combined study of XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and Eu3+ pho-
toluminescence under high pressure that zircon-type YVO4:Eu
3+ nanoboxes undergo an
amorphization and a short-range phase transition to scheelite-type structure 2 GPa above
the onset previously reported for bulk YVO4 [15, 16]. The presence of two
5D0 → 7F0 Eu3+
photoluminescence peaks shows, at least for the low-pressure zircon phase, that Eu3+ occu-
pies not only the expected local environment in substitution for Y3+, but also a disordered
environment. This new environment is probably present on the surface of the nanoboxes,
for which the surface to volume ratio is considerable. Both spectroscopic techniques, Raman
spectroscopy and photoluminescence, experience an intensity drop and considerably band
broadening of the peaks as a consequence of the amorphization. All the techniques confirm
the irreversibility of the amorphization and short-range phase transition to a scheelite-type
structure.
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